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Detection of hostile content from social media posts (�0241>>:)" ,)F8CC4A)" etc.) is a demanding task in the ield of Natural
Language Processing (NLP). Daily growing nature of hostile content in diferent electronic media opened up new challenges
in language understanding. It becomes more diicult in regional languages. AI-based solution is required to identify hostile
content on a large scale. hough a satisfactory amount of researches has been carried out in the English language, inding
hostile content in regional languages is still under progress due to unavailability of suitable datasets and tools. In terms of the
number of speakers, Hindi ranks third in the world and irst in the Indian Subcontinent. he objective of the article is to design
hostile content detection system in Hindi language using coarse-grained (binary) classiication and ine-grained (multi-class,
multi-label) classiication. We noted that diferent baseline learning method with diferent pre-trained language models
perform diferently. Using the Constraint 2021 Hindi Dataset, this research proposes a Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) based contextual embedding technique with a concatenation of emoji2vec Embedings to classify
social media posts in Hindi Devanagari script as hostile or non-hostile. Additionally, for the ine-grained tasks where hostile
posts are sub-categorized as defamation, fake, hate, and ofensive, we develop an Ensemble Classiier varying diferent
learning methods and embedding models. With an F1-Score of 0.9721, it is found that our proposed Indic-BERT+emoji model
outperforms the baseline model and other existing models for the coarse-grained task. We have also observed that our
proposed Ensemble method is giving good results than the existing models and the baseline model for the ine-grained tasks
with F1-Score of 0.43, 0.82, 0.58 and 0.62 for defamation, fake, hate, and ofensive classes respectively. he code and the data
are available in https://github.com/skarifahmed/hostile.
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1 Introduction
As of October 2021, there are 4.55 billion social media users worldwide [17]. Due to the low cost and convenient
access to the internet, individuals from all over the world use social media platforms like Facebook, Twiter,
Instagram, Whatsapp, etc. Due to the massive amount of individuals using social media, there is an exponential
rise in the amount of user-generated material. hese user-generated contents have given rise to hostile posts
over social media, including spreading false rumors, trolling, ofensive and hate contents, death threat, etc.

Due to the users’ freedom to post, respond, and discuss on social media without restriction, a lot of hostile
content is produced. In a number of instances, it has been discovered that these  posts are prejudiced against
a certain group of people, religion, or even a nation [44]. he number of people who support hate speech and
ofensive language towards Asians has increased by around 200% during the COVID-19 pandemic. he number
of people who post hostile materials about Chinese people has increased by about 900%. It has been reported that
there is 40% increase in toxic language used by the gaming community of and 70% spike in hate speech among
teenagers and children online [9]. here have been numerous instances where hostile content has generated
racial division, riots in local communities, mob lynchings, and even fatalities. herefore, it’s important to spot
and stop these activities in online forums [20]. India is positioned fourth on the Social Hostilities Index [36],
demonstrating the urgent need to monitor abusive online conversations. Today’s greatest issue is determining
what information on social media is original and what is fake.

Fig. 1. The proposed pipeline for hostile content detection in social media contents. This a 5 step processed marked in circle.

1.1 Motivation
Accurate sub categorization of contents such as Fake, Hate, Ofensive, Defamation, etc. is become challenging
[12]. When the post is in regional languages such as Hindi, it makes the process more challenging [14]. here are
615 million active Hindi speakers worldwide, placing Hindi as the third most spoken language [29]. As numerous
people uses the Devanagari (Hindi) script for interactions, so the study of the language becomes important. he
unavailability of proper tools and proper datasets for said tasks in Hindi have made the language a low-resource
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language [43]. So, in this article, we are motivated to choose the Hindi language for the detection of hostile posts
on Social media using diferent neural architectures.

he detection of hostility has been carried out in two classiication stages: a coarse-grained (binary) classiication
and a ine-grained classiication (subclasses). he following is a brief explanation of them:

1. Coarse-grained classiication: In this stage, each post is categorized as hostile or non-hostile. It is
consequently also considered as a binary classiication problem [20]. Other studies on text classiication at a
coarse-grained level have been conducted like Mekala et al. [32] classiied news articles into ive coarse-grained
types using the NYT dataset (i.e. sports, arts). Additionally, they used the 20News dataset, which is a group of
news articles. he documents are divided into six coarse-grained groups (i.e. computers, recreation). Zhang et al.
[48] also used 20News dataset for coarse-grained classiication in large volume of text information. Sentiment
classiication (thumbs-up and down) can also fall under coarse-grained classiication [1].

2. Fine-grained classiication: It is the second stage of the classiication process. If the post is classiied as
hostile, then a more ine-grained classiication has been done on hostile classes. We have performed a multi-class,
multi-label classiication of the hostile classes. Every hostile post is sub-categorized as defamation, fake, hate, and
ofensive [39]. Other research activities on text data for ine-grained classiication are also discussed here. Using
the NYT dataset, Mekala et al. [32] categorised news articles into 25 ine-grained classes (i.e. basketball, movies).
hey also used 20News dataset for ine-grained classiication of news articles into 20 classes (i.e. baseball, hockey,
graphics, windows). Zhang et al. [48] also used 20News dataset for ine-grained classiication in large volume of
text information. Das et al. [18] did ine-grained classiication of insincere questions. Fine-grained classiication
also deals with sentiment extraction (e.g. Who ofered an opinion on the sentiment, How strong is the sentiment?
What is the cause of the sentiment?) [1].

1.2 Challenges
In this article, we have explored Constraint 2021 Hindi dataset. We have also proposed some methods for solving
diferent challenges related to hostile content detection in Hindi. he primary challenges are as follows:

• Hindi is a low-resource language, hence, the lack of dataset and tools for the task is the main challenges.
Despite the fact that 615 Million people speak Hindi, no efective AI technologies exist to handle Hindi
language.

• Content classiication in a multi-class, multi-label setup diicult in a low resource environment. Accurate
identiication of a large number of classes is a challenging job if the dataset is highly skewed.

• It is observed that diferent pre-trained model perform diferently detecting diferent post sentiment. A
particular post may be the result of various emotions. herefore, choosing the right pre-trained model is a
complicated task.

1.3 Contributions
Towards this, the contributions of the article are:

X Our main contributions are to incorporate state-of-the-art baselines into the Asian low-resource language,
such as Hindi. We have improved the baseline by identifying the challenges and addressing the gaps.
We have implemented diferent neural networks by varying the baseline architecture and the pre-trained
language model for the task.
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X We not only improve the baseline, we have also incorporated a detailed study and performance analysis by
varying diferent embedding mechanism and feature inclusion. For the joint classiication of Hindi posts
into binary and multi-class, multi-label setup, we have proposed an ensemble classiier.

X We have analyzed and compared the results using state-of-the-art and recent methods, and found that the
proposed methods are efective in coarse-grained and ine-grained classiication.

X We have done statistical analysis of our proposed method with other recent methods.
X Some of the mistakes that our model is making on the data are analysed, and we have tried to igure out

their causes. here’s a scope that the performance can be increased even further by eliminating these
errors.

X We have also done an Ablation Study of all our proposed methods with the baseline.

he article is organized as follows: Section 2 represents literature survey on hostile language data and neural
architectures for hostile language detection in diferent languages. he description of the dataset used for our
research is given in Section 3. Section 4 gives a description of our proposed method. Section 5 describes the
experimental setup. In Section 6, we have reported our results, and we have analyzed them. Section 7 represents
Ablation Study. Conclusion and Future scope are discussed in Section 8.

2 Literature Survey
Hostile Languages, Data, and Labeling: We explored the following literature revolving around hostile language
detection in social media posts. Bhardwaj et al. [13] proposed a new multidimensional hostility detection dataset
in the Hindi language, which was part of the CONSTRAINT-2021 shared task on hostile post detection in Hindi.
he authors annotated about 8200 posts as hostile or non-hostile across Facebook and Twiter. hey also assigned
ine-grained hostile labels to each of the hostile posts, i.e., fake, hate, ofensive, and defamation. An interesting
observation is that hostile posts have a higher average number of leters per post, even if the average number of
words in hostile posts is lower than in non-hostile posts. hey then benchmarked the dataset using common
binary classiication techniques and reported the weighted F1 scores. Mollas et al. [33] and Moon et al. [34] talked
about the creation of new datasets in English and Korean Language respectively to counter bias and imbalance
prevailing in the majority of existing natural language datasets. hey have explained in detail the process of the
dataset creation and have tested them with state-of-the-art algorithms. Moon et al.[34] also showed that models
trained with a bias label performed beter for hate speech detection, so bias and hate are intertwined.hey have
used Korean Language dataset. Hossai et al. [25] proposed a dataset in Bengali language to classify diferent news
categories into authentic and fake classes. Davidson et al. [19] demonstrated the shortcomings of lexical detection
methods with low precision for hate speech tasks in English language, as they fail to distinguish between hate
speech, ofensive language. hey created a dataset from tweets but with three labels - hate, ofensive, and neither.
By testing it with common algorithms, they emphasized the separation of hate speech and ofensive language.
Zhang et al. [49] focused on semantics for efective classiication. hey claimed that hateful content shows a ‘long
tail’ patern compared to non-hateful text due to lack of unique, discriminative linguistic features which make
them diicult to classify. his causes current methods to classify most content as non-hate. hey propose CNN
based models to classify tweets in English language that lack discriminative features, that performed beter than
others. However, detecting hate content solely based on linguistic content is still a problem. Velnkar et al. [45]
proposed a Marathi language dataset HASOC 2021 to classify tweets into hate and non-hate classes.Canhasi et al.
[16] proposed a public dataset in Albanian language to classify news into true and fake classes using machine
learning methods. Fawaid et al. [23] performed fake news detection in Bahasa Indonesia language using diferent
deep learning models (CNN, BiLSTM, Hybrid CNN-BiLSTM, and BERT with Transformer Network) where BERT
method with Transformer Network outperformed other models.
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Neural Architectures for Hostile Language Detection: Badjatiya et al. [11] compared diferent deep
learning models for multi-class detection of hate speech, where a tweet in English language can be classiied
as either sexist, racist, or neither. he article by Koratana et al. [30] described toxic speech and the approaches
to address challenges involved in using a model at run time to detect hate speech in English language. hey
used the dataset published by Google Jigsaw on Kaggle, “Toxic Comment Classiication Challenge”. Roy et
al. [40] proposed a CNN classiier that uses GloVe embedding vectors to capture semantic information. he
problem statement here is to predict hate speech in a tweet in English language as soon as it is posted by the
user. hey proposed an end-to-end CNN system that acts as an n-gram feature extractor depending on the kernel
size. Ghosh Roy et al. [41] proposed a novel approach to represent emojis and hashtags present in social media
posts in English language. he paper by Abu-Farha et al. [22] presented a multitask learning framework that
involves CNN, max-pooling as well as bi-LSTM layers in Arabic language. Shao et al. [42] proposed a novel
multi-modal fake news detection method, named fake news detection based on multi-modal classiier ensemble.
heir proposed method has the advantages of single-modal and multi-modal models both. For Indic languages
(Hindi in particular), Bhatnagar et al. [15] suggested an ensemble-learning based approach for hostile speech
detection in Hindi online posts. hey combine techniques such as support vector machines with deep learning
models to achieve competitive results. Shekhar et al. [43] used a combination of deep neural networks and
XGBoost based models for coarse-grained as well as ine-grained classiication of hostile posts. Kamal et al.
[28] proposed a novel architecture for the hostile speech detection task in Hindi. hey used the multi-label
Hindi language dataset described in [13]. Various neural baseline models such as binary classiiers, multi-label
classiiers, and multitask learning models are used by the authors for experimentation. To improve upon existing
baseline models, the authors propose an approach called Auxiliary Task Based Binary Sub-Classiication. Jha et
al. [26] proposed a dataset named Devanagari Hindi Ofensive Tweets (DHOT) dataset to classify tweets in Hindi
language using fast-Text based model into abusive and non-abusive classes.

It is evident from the literature review that research done on hostile speech detection in the Hindi language is
somewhat limited. his is surprising as Hindi is ranked among the third most widely spoken languages all over
the world. herefore, we aim to contribute to this research area by extending the work done by [28].

3 Collection of data
We have evaluated our proposed approaches using the dataset in [13] which is publicly available in CONSTRAINT
2021 shared task website [37]. his dataset consists of 8192 social media (Facebook, Twiter, etc.) posts in Hindi
(Devanagari script) among which 4358 posts represent the non-hostile category and the remaining 3834 posts
represent diferent hostile classes (’defamation’, ’fake’, ’hate’, ’ofensive’, ’non-hostile’).

For collection of data for each class, diferent approaches are followed [13].

(1) For Defamation class, diferent trending news stories are analyzed where some people or a group are
publicly disgraced for misleading information.

(2) For collection of Fake news, some of India’s leading fact-checking websites, such as BoomLive [7], Dainik
Bhaskar [8] are followed. he contents of false news are determined using this technique. A topic-by-
topic list of keywords is also created for each piece of false news. Later, posts from several social media
environments, including Facebook, Twiter, and others are also analyzed for collection of fake posts.

(3) Tweets that incite brutality against minorities because of their race, religion, or other characteristics are
examined for collection of hate speech. Diferent users’ timelines are also reviewed where substantial
amount of hate postings are uploaded. he users who commented or liked in favour of the hate speech are
also analyzed, and their timelines are searched for further posts that are related to hate.

(4) To ilter out ofensive posts, most objectionable Hindi words which are determined by Jha et al. [26] are
used. Twiter API [10] is used to extract ofensive tweets containing each curse word. Each of the recorded
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tweets are carefully checked for ofensiveness. During the data collection process, one important inding is
that ofensive posts directed at women are more vulgar and hateful than their male counterparts.

(5) Posts from some reliable sites (e.g., BBCHindi) are extracted to collect non-hostile information.
A hostile post may contain multiple labels. For example a post “हमारे �ह्ू जाट भाईओ पर बोला गहलोत देख लो।। और

वोट दो जाट भाईओ ये साले �कसी के सगे नही है ।” can be Fake and Ofensive both. Table 1 represents some annotated
samples from the dataset.

Table 1. Some annotated samples from the dataset

Unique ID Post Labels Set
1 "अंडरव�ड� डॉन छोटा राजन के भाई को बीजेपी वारा �टकट �मला है।" Fake
51 "�बहार मं �दखावे के �लए समय समय पर पलटू राम और फंकँू राम नूरा कु्ती ल़ते है �फर चुनाव के बाद एक होकर रटाचार करते है।" Defamation
26 "हमारे �ह्ू जाट भाईओ पर बोला गहलोत देख लो।। और वोट दो जाट भाईओ ये साले �कसी के सगे नही है ।" Fake, Ofensive
79 "भारत ने चीन से सीमा पर तैनात उसके सै�नकां को अनुशासन और �नयंरण मं रखने को कहा।" Non-hostile

3.1 Details of Dataset
he annotated dataset contains 810, 1638, 1132, 1071 posts for defamation, fake, hate, and ofensive classes
respectively. We have split the dataset into 70%, 20%, 10% ratios for train, validation and test sets respectively.
he various classes of the dataset are explained as follows [2], [13]:
X Defamation: Misleading informationwhich is targeted on an individual or group to destroy their reputation

publicly.
X Fake News: Information or claim which is veriied as false.
X Hate Speech: Post which is targeted on a particular community of people depending on their religious

beliefs, ethnicity, race, geographical belonging, etc. to spread violence or hate.
X Ofensive: A post that is targeted on an individual or group, and it contains impolite, vulgar, profanity, or

rude language to abuse an individual or group.
X Non-Hostile: A post that contains no hostility.

Table 2 represents the Constraint 2021 Hindi Dataset description.

Table 2. CONSTRAINT 2021 Hindi Dataset Summary

Split Percentage Defamation Fake Hate Ofensive Total Hostile Posts Non-Hostile
Train(70%) 564 1144 792 742 2678 3050
Validation(20%) 77 160 103 110 376 435
Test(10%) 169 334 237 219 780 873
Overall 810 1638 1132 1071 3834 4358

From Table 2, we have observed that the dataset is not balanced for most hostile subclasses. For example, there
are very few samples for some labels like defamation. his inherent imbalance in the dataset can result in unstable
model performance. To account for this imbalance, we describe certain preprocessing and data augmentation
techniques in Section 5.1.

4 Methodology
he objective of the research is to detect if a post contains hostile language or not. We have performed binary
(hostile/ non-hostile), and also a multi-class, multi-label classiication of hostile posts. For multi-class, multi-label
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classiication, hostile posts are divided into fake, hate, ofensive, and defame classes. Firstly, we have considered
the model approached by [28] as our baseline model. he model consists of a 4-step process as depicted in Fig. 2.
Next, we use diferent pre-trained feature embedding mechanism to vary the representation. Finally, an ensemble
classiier based on hard voting technique is proposed for multi-class, multi-label classiication. Hereater, the
baseline model, embedding variation, and the proposed ensemble classiier is discussed.

Fig. 2. Flow of the state-of-the-art classification pipeline used in the article for baseline and all other modified methods.

Baseline Model: We have chosen the model proposed by [28] as the baseline model. It takes the social
media post as input text and divides it into an auxiliary/coarse-grained class (hostile/non-hostile) and diferent
ine-grained subclasses (hostile classes). he model uses a shared BERT as pre-trained language model for
end-to-end training as shown in Fig. 3. he multi-class classiication is considered as “Auxiliary Task”, and used
in “Binary Sub-Classiication”. he loss is calculated based on a weighted binary cross-entropy and a multi-class
log loss. he weighted log loss is deined in equation (1)[47]. he log loss is calculated for binary (!18=0A~), and
multi-class (!<D;C8−2;0BB ) both, where,8 is the weight. he inal loss is deined in equation (2). _ = 0.5 when the
post is hostile, otherwise set to 0. We have modiied the embedding layer and also the baseline model for our
experiment. We discuss the modiied networks hereater.

! = −,8 [~8 . logf (G8 ) + (1 − ~8 ). log(1 − f (G8 ))] (1)

!C>C0; = !18=0A~ + _.1/# .!<D;C8−2;0BB (2)
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the baseline model proposed in [28]. The liner layer (fully connected) of the binary classifier is
concatenated with the fully connected layer of the fine-grained classifier.

BERT with concatenated Emoji Embeddings (BERT + Emoji): he architecture of this model is similar
to the coarse-grained classiier of the baseline model. Here, we have experimented with ive diferent BERT
architectures (m-BERT [3], Indic-BERT [27], HindiBERTa [35], ROBERTa Hindi [5], and Indic-Transformers Hindi
XLMRoBERTa [6]). In this model, the BERT contextual embeddings are concatenated with vector representations
of the emoji sequence present in the post. In the absence of emojis, a zero vector is used in place of the emoji
embeddings. On the other hand, if there are multiple emojis in a post, the average vector representation is used
in this case. Fig. 4 illustrates this approach.

Fig. 4. The modified version of the method shown in Fig. 3. Here, BERT+Emoji is used for embeddings.

Bi-LSTM (BERT + Bi-LSTM):Here, we replace the baseline classiier with a bidirectional LSTM.his approach
involves a bidirectional LSTM layer stacked on top of the BERT embeddings. he inal hidden state of the sequence
of tokens is fed as input to the bi-LSTM. Since the LSTM layer is bidirectional, the hidden state corresponding to
the classiier token is then fed to a linear layer for classiication. Fig. 5 illustrates this architecture.
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Fig. 5. Here, we have replaced the baseline by BERT+Bi-LSTM.

Ensemble Classiier: We note that diferent variation of the baseline model such as baseline architecture
and the embedding layer afects the accuracy. Diferent variation performs diferently for each subclasses. his
motivates us to design an ensemble classiier. Using the proposed ensemble learning, we not only improve the
baseline, we also incorporate a detailed study and performance analysis varying diferent embedding mechanism
and feature inclusion. Ensemble classiier gives beter performance compared to the result of individual models. In
order to further improve the performance on the ine-grained tasks, an Ensemble classiier is designed using hard
voting. he predicted class (~? ) is considered as the maximum voted class by all the classiiers. When we have a
tie, we chose the class having maximum probability output from the classiier. We use ive BERT+Emoji models
and ive BERT + Bi-LSTM models for our experiment. All the methods share similar pre-processing method
and augmentation techniques to deal with imbalance of any hostile classes in the dataset. he pre-processing
technique is discussed in Experiments section. For coarse-grained task, the proposed BERT+emoji model performs
beter than the baseline model. For ine-grained task, Ensemble classiier using hard voting performs beter than
baseline model for all the three classes (Defamation, Fake, Ofensive). But, mBERT+Bi-LSTM model performs
beter than baseline model for hate class. We have also experimented sot voting method using average weighted
technique, but sot voting method did not perform well for all the hostile classes.he algorithm for Ensemble
Classiier is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Ensemble Classiier
Input: ~? , %? : {~1, ~2, ~3, ..., ~# }, %? : {%1, %2, %3, ..., %# } ⊲ ~? is the predicted class, %? is the predicted probability
Output: .?
1: .? = class having max(2>D=C (~? ))

2: if (count(;4=6Cℎ(.? ) > 1) then
3: .? = class havingmax(%8 )

4: end if
5: Return .?
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5 Experiments
Here, we discuss the pre-processing steps and the experimental setup in detail. he pre-processing step is applied
across all the model variation.

Data pre-processing: he original dataset consists of raw �0241>>:)"/)F8CC4A)" posts and is annotated
using a string of multiple classes/labels. Each post is assigned a binary label (hostile/non-hostile) and a multi-class
label i.e. hostile, ofensive, defame, hate, and fake.

All posts are cleaned by removing stop words, punctuation, and special characters. As we observed beter
performance in the presence of URLs, we decided to retain them as is. We believe that URLs add semantic value
and facilitate the classiication tasks. For instance, a hostile post that simply quotes content from a referenced
URL, may be incorrectly classiied as hostile in the absence of the URL.

Furthermore, emojis are separated from the original posts and stored as independent emoji sequences. For
models requiring emoji embeddings, pre-trained emoji2vec representations were used [21]. For every emoji, a
300-dimensional vector representation was obtained using emoji2vec.

For all ine-grained tasks, the preprocessed posts are translated from Hindi to English and then each of those
English language posts are back-translated into the original language (Hindi) to perform data augmentation.
Data augmentation [31] is a useful technique to increase training data size and to improve the classiication
performance of each labels of the dataset. We have created four augmented datasets for four hostile labels
(Defamation, Fake, Hate, Ofensive) with increased training data. Such data augmentation strategies can be
efective when the original dataset is skewed for a particular class/label.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We have used Google Colaboratory Pro tool with Tesla P100-PCIE GPU for all of our experiments. Deep learning
frameworks such as PyTorch [38] and Hugging Face transformers [46] are used to develop the code-base. he
evaluation metric used is macro F1 score [4]. For coarse-grained task, macro F1-score is evaluated for hostile and
non-hostile classes, but for ine-grained task, it is evaluated for four hostile classes (Defamation, Fake, Hate and
Ofensive). he macro F1-score is evaluated as the average of class-wise F1-scores:

�1 =
1

#

#∑

8=0

�18 (3)

Here, i represents the class index and N represents the number of classes/labels.We have experimented with
diferent hyperparameter conigurations by varying the random seed, learning rate, batch size, sequence length,
number of epochs, etc.

he BERT + Emoji models were trained using a batch size of 8 and maximum sequence length of 200 for the
coarse-grained task (hostile/non-hostile). Five diferent BERT architectures (m-BERT, Indic-BERT, HindiBERTa,
ROBERTa Hindi, Indic-Transformers Hindi XLMRoBERTa) are used as pre-trained language models for this task.
Using AdamW [24] as the optimizer and a learning rate of 1e-5 over 10 epochs, the ine-tuning process was
performed. Other hyperparameter adjustments had a negligible impact on the model’s performance.

On the other hand, two diferent models are implemented for the ine-grained tasks. Both architectures (BERT
+ Emoji and BERT + Bi-LSTM) were ine-tuned for 15 epochs, as the augmented datasets take longer to train.
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Furthermore, we used a batch size of 32 and the maximum sequence length was set to 200. Optimization was
performed using the AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-5.

Empirically, it was found that the Hate class performance of mBERT was superior. An ensemble classiier
with the hard voting technique was implemented to further enhance results for the other ine-grained tasks
(Defamation, Fake, and Ofensive).

6 Results and Discussion
Here, we discuss the results obtained by diferent experiments and discussion of the results. We mainly reported
two experiments namely binary classiication task (hostile/non-hostile), and multi-class, multi-label (ine-grained).
Table 3 and Table 4 represents the comparative analysis of our proposed methods with the baseline and other
recent methods using Constraint 2021 Hindi Dataset for coarse grained tasks and ine-grained tasks, respectively.

Table 3. Comparative Analysis of the proposed method with other recent methods for the coarse-grained task

Model F1-Score

Auxiliary Model [28] 0.9583
m-BERT+XGBoost [43] 0.9691
Binary Relevance Model [15] 0.9709
m-BERT+SVM [13] 0.8422
m-BERT+LR [13] 0.8398
Proposed BERT+Emoji (Indic-BERT) 0.9721

From Table 3, it has been seen that the Proposed Indic-BERT + Emoji model outperforms the baseline method
where an auxiliary classiier has been proposed by Kamal et al. [28] and all the recent methods (m-BERT+XGBoost
[43], Binary Relevance Model [15], m-BERT+SVM [13] and m-BERT+LR [13]) on the coarse-grained task. Details
about baseline model is already discussed in Section 4.

Table 4. Comparative Analysis of the proposed method with other recent methods for the fine-grained tasks

Model Defamation Fake Hate Ofensive

Auxiliary Model [28] 0.42 0.77 0.57 0.61
m-BERT+XGBoost [43] 0.43 0.80 0.55 0.58
Binary Relevance Model [15] 0.42 0.81 0.49 0.56
m-BERT+SVM [13] 0.39 0.68 0.49 0.41
m-BERT+LR [13] 0.36 0.68 0.44 0.38
Proposed BERT+Bi-LSTM (mBERT) 0.42 0.77 0.58 0.56
Proposed Ensemble Method 0.43 0.82 0.56 0.62

From Table 4, it is evident that for the ine-grained tasks, the proposed mBERT + Bi-LSTM model and the
Proposed ensemble classiier using hard voting outperform the Auxiliary model which is considered as baseline
[28]. Proposed m-BERT+Bi-LSTM is giving good result for hate class and Proposed Ensemble Method is giving
good result for Defamation, Fake and Ofensive classes compared to other recent methods which are listed in
Table 4.
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Discussion about other recent methods which are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 is given in Section 2 (Literature
Survey).

6.1 Statistical Analysis of Results
In this section, a statistical analysis of the results are depicted for coarse-grained task and ine-grained tasks.
We have used a box plot to demonstrate the distributions of the accuracy of diferent methods. It is noted that
diferent methods having diferent accuracy and a large standard deviation in the terms of the F1 score. Our
proposed fusion method is successfully able to put them in the top position. It signiies that the diferent methods
having diferent accuracy and some of them vary excessively. Hence, relaying on a single method may not be a
feasible solution for a real-world application. Our fusion enables to achieve a high accuracy in each class, and in
few cases the fusion outperforms the state-of-the-art.

Fig. 6. Box plot for coarse-grained task. The figure shows that there exists a method who performs as minimum as 0.84, also
there exist methods performing up to 0.96. It is noted that our proposed method outperforms the individual methods. Here,
our proposed method result is shown with a star marker.

Fig 6 represents the box plot where coarse grained (hostile/non-hostile) results of all the methods. We observed
that the standard deviation of the results are high, with a mean accuracy near to 0.96. Here, our proposed method
result is shown with a star marker.
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Fig. 7. Box plot for fine-grained tasks. For the defamation task, standard deviation is not so high. Our proposed method for
defamation task is giving mean accuracy near to 0.42. For Fake and Hate classes our proposed ensemble method is showing
mean accuracy near to 0.81 and 0.58 respectively. Standard deviation of Ofensive class is high, where our proposed method
is performing up to 0.61. It is noted that our proposed method outperforms the individual methods. Here, our proposed
method result is shown with a star marker.

Fig 7 represents a box plot where results of all the methods including our proposed methods from Table 4 are
incorporated in a box test. In ine-grained task, total four box plots are shown for four classes (Defamation, Fake,
Hate, Ofensive). Outputs of our proposed method are denoted by star marker for all four classes.

6.2 Training and Confusion Matrix
We observed from our experiments that diferent embedding methods and baseline model highly impact on loss
minimization during training. Although, a particular method can perform well, still, the loss optimization may not
be as good as one of the competing methods. For example, Fig. 8(b) shows one such examples (BERT+EMOJI), and
Fig. 8(a) is BERT+BiLSTM, which is one of the best performing methods. It is observed that the loss optimization
is much beter in BERT+BiLSTM.
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Fig. 8. Loss during training. (a) BERT+BiLSTM, (b) BERT+EMOJI.

he proposed ensemble classiier produced state-of-the-art accuracy with improvements in ine-grained
classiication. he proposed ensemble classiier is as good as the one of best performing methods (Fig. 9(a)) in
binary classiication. Fig. 9(b) shows the confusion matrix of the proposed ensemble classiier.

Fig. 9. The coarse-grained (binary) confusion matrix of the proposed method is proposed in (a), and the fine-grained confusion
matrix of the proposed ensemble classifier is presented in (b). The best and worst performance are marked with green and
yellow boxes.

6.3 Error Analysis
Our models performed well almost for maximum social media posts from the dataset, but there are some cases
where our models did not perform well for some posts.Table 5 summarized true labels and predicted labels for
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wrongly classiied posts from the dataset using the proposed Ensemble model for diferent tasks (Defamation,
Fake, Hate, Ofensive). Appropriate justiications are also given in Table 5 for wrongly predicting some posts
from the dataset.

‘
Table 5. Wrongly Classified Posts from the Dataset

Post True Label Predicted Label Justiication

"दो्तां मंने इ्तीफा देकर ही �कया नां।
ही �कया ना? अगर हां तो �रट्वीट करं ,वरन लाइक करं।" Fake Not Fake

Not Fake label is detected by
the model for this tweet because
one can resign (इ्तीफा) from his
job for diferent reasons.

"बंगाल के डायन के रास हं ये बेचारे, मा्टर साहब और उनका प�रवार" Defamation Ofensive
his tweet seems to
be ofensive because of the word
"डायन".

"अंडरव�ड� डॉन छोटा राजन के भाई को बीजेपी वारा �टकट �मला है" Not Defamation Defamation

his tweet seems to
criticize the Government. So
the model predicted
as Defamation.

”@RubikaLiyaquat ये कमीनी �जस �दन मरेगी उस �दन full पाट�“ Not Ofensive Ofensive
his tweet forces the model to
incorrectly predict Ofensive
because of the word "कमीनी".

"हमारे �ह्ू जाट भाई ओपर बोला गह लोत देख लो।
और वो टदो जाट भाई ओये साले �कसी के सगे नही है।" Ofensive Hate

Hate label is detected by the
model for mentioning speciic
word "�ह्ू " which is a religion.

"अब तक सरकार का �वरोध करने वाले उछल रहे थे।
उ हं् क़ा जवाब �दया है राजपूत के लोगां ने।
राज थ्ानी �सफ� ु्मन के घर घुसकर मारते हं ब��क
व्त आने पर देश के साथ ख़े होना भी जानते हं।

हमं गव� है हमारे राज थ्ान और इसके वीरां पर।" Fake Hate

his tweet forces the model to
predict Hate because it seems to
use hatred word (�वरोध) against
Government. So understanding the
real meaning is hard for the model.

”BMC की अपील: अगले सात �दनां तक गरम पानी का सेवन करं“
Fake Not Fake

his tweet seems to be a a news or
fact. So it was confusing for the model
to predict as Fake.

7 Ablation Study
We conducted an ablation research for both coarse- and ine-grained tasks, comparing all of our proposed methods
to the baseline method [28]. Table 6 and Table 7 highlights the proposed methods that are outperforming the
baseline in terms of performance (F1-Score).
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Table 6. F1-Scores for the coarse-grained task (Binary Classification)

Model F1-Score

Baseline [28] 0.9583
Proposed BERT+Emoji (mBERT) 0.9678
Proposed BERT+Emoji (Indic-BERT) 0.9721
Proposed BERT+Emoji (HindiBERTa) 0.9567
Proposed BERT+Emoji (RoBERTa Hindi) 0.9583
Proposed BERT+Emoji (Indic-Transformers Hindi XLMRoBERTa) 0.9477

From Table 6, it is evident that the Proposed Indic-BERT + Emoji model outperforms the baseline model on
the coarse-grained tasks. his implies that the concatenated emoji embeddings help the model for classiication
of a post as either hostile or non-hostile more eiciently. Since the dataset is balanced in terms of hostile/non-
hostile labels (approximately 50-50 split), these results were achieved without any data augmentation techniques.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that most hostile posts have emojis in them, whereas the non-hostile posts do
not. herefore, using the emoji embeddings gave a beter understanding of the sentiment of the tweet and hence
improved the F1 score.

Table 7. F1-Scores for the fine-grained tasks (multi-class, multi-label Classification)

Model Defamation Fake Hate Ofensive

Baseline [28] 0.42 0.77 0.57 0.61
Proposed BERT+Emoji (mBERT) 0.42 0.77 0.52 0.57
Proposed BERT+Emoji (Indic-BERT) 0.39 0.78 0.51 0.60
Proposed BERT+Emoji (HindiBERTa) 0.41 0.75 0.53 0.60
Proposed BERT+Emoji (RoBERTa Hindi) 0.43 0.76 0.44 0.53
Proposed BERT+Emoji (Indic-Transformers Hindi XLMRoBERTa) 0.34 0.72 0.49 0.53
Proposed BERT+Bi-LSTM (mBERT) 0.42 0.77 0.58 0.56
Proposed BERT+Bi-LSTM (Indic-BERT) 0.41 0.78 0.55 0.57
Proposed BERT+Bi-LSTM (HindiBERTa) 0.41 0.76 0.50 0.60
Proposed BERT+Bi-LSTM (RoBERTa Hindi) 0.37 0.78 0.52 0.52
Proposed BERT+Bi-LSTM (Indic-Transformers Hindi XLMRoBERTa) 0.39 0.72 0.51 0.58
Proposed Ensemble Method 0.43 0.82 0.56 0.62

From Table 7, it is observed that for the ine-grained tasks, the proposed mBERT + Bi-LSTM model and the
Proposed ensemble classiier using hard voting outperform the baseline model. In contrast, the Baseline + Emoji
architecture does not produce competitive results for most ine-grained tasks. We suspect that the presence
of emojis plays a part in confusing the model, as several subclasses may have identical emojis associated with
them. For instance, it is hard to use emojis to diferentiate between hate and ofensive tweets, as both may have
similar emojis. So, adding emoji embeddings ended up reducing the overall performance of our model. Stacking
a Bi-LSTM layer on top of BERT did increase the performance for Hate category, as LSTM layers can be helpful
in capturing additional contextual information. However, for the classiication tasks for Defamation, Fake and
Ofensive using an ensemble gave superior results. Apart from changes in model architecture, it was observed
that back-translating posts having ine-grained labels help in boosting the F1 scores.
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8 Conclusion
Although our best-performing models outperform the baseline model proposed in [28], surely there is more
scope for improvement. In this section, we describe potential directions for future work and ideas for improving
our results. We observed our model performance stagnate due to fewer training examples and class imbalance.
Augmenting the dataset by translating English tweets from the same timeline as well as region (to maintain
similar cultural and geographical information) to Hindi could provide beter results. Using comments on a tweet
as additional data can help with coarse-grained and ine-grained tasks, both. For the coarse grained task, if
comments are of similar sentiment then it should be non-hostile, whereas a hostile post may have difering and
strong views. For ine-grained tasks, it is possible that comments can also mention the sentiment. For instance,
someone can comment that the post is fake on a fake post. Finally, we believe that our trained models can be used
to design an end-to-end pipeline for hostile language detection on social media. In the future, we will extend our
work to other low-resource languages like Bengali, Marathi, etc.
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